
Digital Dance Experiences - have your say!



What do you think of 
when you hear 

“Digital Dance”?

Add your answers to this sticky:



Digital Dance Examples



The possibilities of 
using Digital Dance 
to share dance with 
others are endless…



Digital Dance 
Stages 

(example, Greenwich Dance)

A Digital hub for Ludus Dance might 
include:

● Premiering / archiving dance films / 
documentaries by Ludus Dance

● Live Streamed performances / events
● A place for online dance tutorials
● Digital activity packs with challenges
● Podcasts Series
● Reviews by young people
● Ludus Dance Company Archive (1975 - 

- 

A d

https://greenwichdance.org.uk/digital-stage/
https://greenwichdance.org.uk/digital-stage/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBzG-SBvP0o


LUDUS DIGITAL 
FESTIVAL

Example:TANZAHOI Festival 

https://www.tanzahoi.org/program/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnNNhftPRkk


VFX and CGI 
VFX stands for Visual Effects. CGI stands for 

Computer Generated Imagery. VFX are 
used to create imagery out of a 

combination of live actions shots and 
Digital Images. CGI is used to create 
images, print media, commercials, 

animations and videos, and other digital 
work

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3U-L7362-k


Virtual Reality
The computer-generated 

simulation of a 
three-dimensional image or 

environment that can be 
interacted with in a seemingly 

real or physical way by a person 
using special electronic 

equipment, such as a helmet 
with a screen inside or gloves 

fitted with sensors.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ0s7ELfbGw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb08_ZGTVPs


360 
Degree Camera

This camera has a 360-degree 
field of view so that it captures 
just about everything around 

the sphere

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXcGmU4_QNo


Augmented Reality
Technology that superimposes a 

computer-generated image on a user's 
view of the real world

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iz_MevAUnEk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mRNGh14bxE


Motion Capture
Motion capture (mocap) is the process of 
recording the movement of objects or 

people

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2Tx0ZUw8DA


IMMERSIVE 
SMARTPHONE 
ADVENTURES

Immersive storytelling is a technique that 
uses the latest technologies to create a 

compelling sense of presence. It gives the 
audience the feeling of “being there.” It's a 
unique but impactful way of blending reality 

with fiction.

https://richmix.org.uk/events/we-are-shadows-brick-lane/
https://richmix.org.uk/events/we-are-shadows-brick-lane/
https://richmix.org.uk/events/we-are-shadows-brick-lane/


What would you like to do?


